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<<LADY JUSTICE>> We warned you. Trump wants to
prosecute the men and women of the FBI who
investigated him and he intends to go up to the top. We
need build a wall against this narrative. @NarativLive
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2. There is no evidence AT ALL Trump was investigated for political purposes. The

idea that he would turn the Mueller Report on its head to target the men and women

of the FBI represents a big turning point for the American people and is yet more

obstruction. @traciemac_Bmore

3. He first took out DOJ's organized crime investigators, the FBI leadership and now

he has his sights trained at counterintelligence investigators who were probing

collusion. @NarativLive

4. Next up: he's already said he wants to investigate Obama's AG Loretta Lynch and

Bill Clinton.@traciemac_Bmore

Trump: Need To Investigate Loretta Lynch and Bill Clinton, And What …
SEAN HANNITY, FOX NEWS:  Mr. President, due to testimony, thanks to Georgia
Republican Collins, we now have testimony, one thing that shocked me a little bit
last week was the testimony of Strzok and…

http://realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/03/28/trump_need_to_investigate_loretta_lynch…

5. And here's how we believe he'll try do it. If you haven't read this Narativ, do it now

and share it. The best way to guard against Trump's assault on truth and justice is to

call it out for what it is. @narativlive
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The Spy Games | Narativ
The Moscow Tower was tied to Trump’s presidential run. Why did Robert Mueller
find no evidence of a conspiracy? The answer could lie in the spies.

https://narativ.org/2019/04/18/the-spy-games/

Narativ is member-funded independent journalism. Over a half million visitors and

counting rely on us for the truth and we rely on YOU to keep up the fight. Join the

watch over democracy and freedom, buy a $10/m subscription at

premosocial.com/narativlive.
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